Gob

[SFX Baddie sting] Come on then…cough up…otherwise HE [points to
the sky] might have something to say…!

DT

Not a chance! We don’t owe you a penny Gobblesnore!

Gob

Gobblegore

DT

Ogglemore

Gob

Gobblegore

DT

Gogglebox…

Gob

Is this going to go on much longer?

DT

[Flirty] Come on my dear – as a young woman I was quite attractive
you know!

Gob

You must have a good memory!

DT

Once I was all pink and dimples

Gob

Yes and now you are all drink and pimples! Don’t make me use my last
wish to turn you into a slug Dame Trott!

DT

You’re the only slimy creature around here Gobblegore!

Jack

Ha! Good one mum!

Jill

Yes, well said Trotty!

DT

You sir…can whistle for your rent!

Gob

Very well you asked for it!
[SFX whistle]
[Gob whistles loudly into the sky and exits laughing]
[SFX and LFX – thunder and lightning]
[SFX Giant

Do as Gobblegore commands
Or you will perish at my hands!]

[Gob enters]
[SFX bird sounds – countryside]
[LX – restore again]

DT

B-b-but we really haven’t got any money Gobblegore…please!

Gob

By my Masters rule I decree - that one of you will be joining me –
As a swap! Until you pay your debt…has no-one volunteered yet?
[Everyone looks at the floor not wishing to catch his eye]
Right…Line up…
[SFX ‘Love Island’ stab]
[SFX big bass drum roll increases and decreases in volume as they are
‘swiped’]
[All cast line up downstage to upstage, Gobblegore goes through them one by
one with big arm gestures - in order Daisy, Jack, DT, Jill]
Swipe left!
[SFX swish]
[Daisy heads left]
Swipe left!
[SFX swish]
[Jack heads left]
Definitely swipe left!
[SFX swish]
[DT heads left looking disappointed]
AHA! Swipe right…!
[SFX swish into gong crash]
You have been chosen! [Gob grabs Jill and begins to pull her offstage]

Jill

No!!!!

Gob

This way in the name of the Giant!

Jack

Stop…! In the name of love!! [Jack stands in Gobblegore’s way]
[SFX ‘…Before you break my heart]

